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UK PREMIUM PARTNER
As a recognised UK Premium Partner of Trespa® TopLab®, we’re delighted 
to share our UK Stocking Programme to meet your project requirements. 
For a scientific surface solution tailored for functionality think Trespa® 
TopLab® BASE. 

SUSTAINABLE DISTRIBUTION
As a distributor we are taking steps to reduce our carbon footprint. We 
calculate the carbon emissions of every Performance Panels delivery and 
compensate the total carbon emissions generated whilst in our care by 
investing in Gold Standard carbon credits equating to the emissions made 
to offer a carbon neutral distribution service.

TAILORED FOR FUNCTIONALITY
Trespa® TopLab® BASE is developed specifically for functional and scientific 
applications. This durable material is ideal for highly used areas, making 
it the preferred choice for worktops and cabinetry in sectors such as               
education, laboratories, and institutions. 

Every Trespa panel that we deliver automatically comes with a 10 year warranty.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Embodied carbon (climate change total - total Global Warming Potential (GWP)) is 3.46 kg CO2eq, that’s  
significantly lower than comparable HPL products in the UK that reach in excess of 25 kg CO2eq based on 
calculations and environmental product declarations data.

To understand more about the environmental impact of this material view the product EPD or to request a 
free carbon calculation of your project, please contact the Performance Panels team.

HEALTHY AIR QUALITY
This material is certified as GreenGuard Gold and is up to 56% lower in VOC’s and up to 85.3% lower in 
formaldehyde than comparable HPL products in the UK. 

Based on testing and certification.

FLEXURAL STRENGTH
25% stronger in resistance to breakage under a heavy load, reducing breaking or cracking possibilities than 

comparable HPL products in the UK. 

In accordance with flexural strength MPA test (EN 438-2:7).

ABRASION RESISTANCE
133% greater resistance to surface wear than comparable HPL products in the UK. 

In accordance with Resistance to surface wear (EN 438-2:10) Production control (tested on black décor). 

PERFORMANCE QUALITIES OF TRESPA® TOPLAB® BASE

UK STOCKING PROGRAMME
BASE

Scan the QR code  
to learn more
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FANTASY & SPECKLES

S0-02
Speckle Silver 

S17-32
Speckle Powder 

S0-04
Speckle Mid Grey

S20-12
Speckle Aquamarine

UNI COLOURS

E0-00
White

E0-015
Pastel Grey

E25-01
Icey Blue

E0-02
Silver Grey

E0-04
Mid Grey

E0-07
Slate Grey

W74-01
Oak

W20
Bleached Pine

W71-03
Silver Maple

W27
Denver Oak

W14
French Walnut

WOOD DECORS

S0-00
Speckle White

S25-01
Speckle Icey Blue

S0-015
Speckle Pastel 

As part of our UK Stocking Programme, Trespa® TopLab® BASE is available in 
an inspiring colour palette  including uni colours, wood decors and speckles 
to suit the design requirements of your project. 

If you are looking for a surface solution that reduces your amount                   
of material wastage as well as being a more manageable size for your            
manufacturing facilities, consider our multiple sheet formats.

BE INSPIRED BY TRESPA® TOPLAB® BASE

Sheet Thickness 16 mm *

Sheet Sizes

2550 x 925 mm

2550 x 1860 mm

3050 x 760 mm

3050 x 1530 mm

Sheet Type Double sided

*Certain decors are also stocked in 6 mm, 13 mm and 20 mm

Every Trespa panel that we deliver automatically 
comes with a 10 year warranty
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